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Blood drive
kicks off
Monday
By Rachel Sinn
Daily staff writer
As the blood drive begins this
week, many people often
have questions regarding the
preparations needed to be able
to donate. When donating blood,
there are a few things everyone
needs to know.
Donors should be aware of the
amount of time it takes.
Eating also is very important before donating, and people should
eat iron-rich food. Some iron-rich
breakfasts foods include cereal,
bread and eggs.
According to the American Red
Cross, people must wait 12
months after traveling to an area
where malaria is found and also
after visiting Iraq. However, if
someone has ever lived in one
of these countries, they are required to wait three years before
donating blood.
Although the ISU Blood Drive
is not associated with the Red
Cross, travel restrictions apply.
People afraid of needles are encouraged to try to donate regardless. Volunteering is suggested
as a way to give support.
People interested in volunteering
need to sign up in advance by
emailing isublooddrive@iastate.
edu. Walk-in volunteers are not
able to help.
The ISU Blood Drive runs from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Thursday in the Great
Hall of the Memorial Union.

Permit sales, tickets
drive Parking Division

Division generates revenue
to fund maintenance work
By Katelynn.McCollough
@iowastatedaily.com

The ISU Parking Division estimates that
more than 7 million cars come onto campus each
year.
The Parking Division oversees nearly 19,000

parking spaces to try and accommodate for the
large number of vehicles that pass through the
university each day. This also means a large number of permits are sold and yellow tickets appear
on cars each year.
“We’re a division that ... the only inventory
we have is space, so we either permit it or sell it
as a meter or prepay spot,” said Mark Miller, ISU
Parking Division director. “Parking is a self-supporting enterprise; that means we don’t get any
state dollars like some of the other departments
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Men’s basketball

NBA future for White up in the air
By Jeremiah.Davis
@iowastatedaily.com
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on campus. We generate all of our own revenue
to pay for all the expenses such as snow removal,
crack filling, line painting and salaries.”
In the 2011 fiscal year, the ISU Parking
Division handed out 70,283 tickets. This is a
10,000-ticket decrease since the 80,549 tickets
given in 2009.
Tickets are given for multiple reasons ranging
from illegal parking, parking in reserved spaces

Photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
Royce White rubs his head during Iowa State’s thirdround NCAA tournament 87-71 loss to Kentucky on
Saturday. White led Iowa State with 23 points.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — It’s
been a few years, but ISU
men’s basketball fans have
been through a nervous wait
before.
After the 2008-09 season,
fans wondered whether or not
forward Craig Brackins would
leave for the NBA or return for
another season. Fast forward
to 2011-12 and it’s another forward in Royce White that fans
are worried about.
The decision, White said,
will be made during the next
few weeks.
“I don’t know yet,” White
said. “I’ll talk to coach [Fred]
Hoiberg and see what he
thinks and leave it in his hands.
I trust him wholeheartedly.”
White was the dominant
player on the floor for the
Cyclones in nearly every game

this
season. He led
the team in
points (13.4),
rebounds
(9.3), assists
(5),
blocks
White
(0.9)
and
steals (1.2)
per game on the year.
White also asserted himself
as one of the best players in the
country, having solid offensive
performances against players
considered consensus NBA
lottery picks in Connecticut’s
Andre
Drummond
and
Kentucky’s Anthony Davis
and Terrence Jones, who both
took turns guarding White on
Saturday night.
The performances on the
national stage of the NCAA
tournament, said Hoiberg — a
former NBA scout — vaulted
White’s NBA draft stock quite
a bit.

“We’ll evaluate [his future]
in the next couple weeks,”
Hoiberg said. “He’s put himself
in position to do a lot of different things. He had a phenomenal year.
“Royce certainly put himself in a position where he’s going to have some options.”
His teammates lauded the
sophomore’s play in the wake
of the team’s 87-71 loss to
Kentucky on Saturday in the
NCAA tournament.
Senior guard Chris Allen
said it was a privilege to have
played with White in his lone
year at Iowa State.
“His career is just getting
started, and I had the opportunity to play with him, so
that’s great,” Allen said. “I have
no idea [if he’ll leave or not].
Hopefully he stays another
year. I feel like he can get a lot

WHITE.p12 >>
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Celebrity News
Notes and events.

Periods of showers and
thunderstorms. High
near 73.

Russell Brand runs into
trouble in New Orleans

Showers and thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy.
A 40 percent chance of
showers. Partly sunny,
with a high near 63.

This day in 1923:

A late winter blast of bitterly cold air brought
temperatures down to record levels across Iowa.
Many stations recorded by far their lowest temperatures ever for so late in the season.

Calendar
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RECREATION: Getting a grip at State Gym

Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.

Mike McCartan, senior in history, climbs the rock wall in State Gym on March 9. The newly
renovated State Gym offers a host of recreational, sports and fitness activities.

MONDAY
Fiber Reactive Dyeing
Techniques with
Annihka Murray
When:
6:30 p.m.
What:
Learn to use fiber-reactive dyes to create
intriguing colors on
natural materials like
cotton, silk and rayon.
Students will experiment with process
and fiber types to see
different outcomes
before creating the
final project.
Where:
The Workspace,
Memorial Union

Stringing and
Beginning Wire Work
with Terrie Hoefer
When:
7 p.m.
What:
Learn the basics of
stringing — not the
same as bead weaving or stitching — and
wire work. Create
your own head pins,
jump rings and ear
wires and learn how
to make bead links
and dangles. Bring at
least 50 beads.
Where:
The Workspace,
Memorial Union

Police Blotter:
March 6
Atul Kelkar reported damage
to a vehicle mirror in Lot 3
(reported at 9:08 a.m.).
An individual reported losing a
pouch containing a set of eight
USBs at the Armory (reported
at 4:17 p.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene
struck a truck owned by
Reginald Roth in Lot 57
(reported at 10:11 p.m.).

March 7
The following were arrested
and charged with public intoxication and criminal trespass:
Kevin Skiffington, 22, of
Hawthorn Woods, Ill.; Zachary
Engels, 22, of Mundelein,
Ill.; Daniel Meegan, 22,

Ames, ISU Police
Departments

The information in the log comes from the ISU and City
of Ames police departments’ records.
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until
proven guilty in a court of law.

of McHenry, Ill.; and Ryan
Boehmer, 22, of Hawthorn
Woods, Ill., at the Forker
Building. They were transported to the Story County Justice
Center (reported at 1:22 a.m.).
An officer initiated a drug-related investigation at the Armory
(reported at 9:30 a.m.).
Yaze Wang, 3020 Buchanan
Hall, reported the theft of a
GPS unit and a knife from a
vehicle in Lot 62 (reported at
11:13 a.m.).
Officers received a report of
a person attempting to light
a garbage can on fire near a
CyRide bus stop at Kildee Hall.
A 16-year-old male was taken
into custody and charged with
reckless use of fire. He was

referred to Juvenile Court
Services and then released to
the care and custody of a relative (reported at 6:42 p.m.).
Ziyi Wang, 142C University
Village, reported the theft of a
bike at Pearson Hall (reported
at 10:29 p.m.).

March 8
The following were arrested
and charged with criminal
trespass: Jacob Guck, 20,
4462 Friley Hall; Julie Bothell,
18, 3465 Friley Hall; and Ryan
Francois, 19, of Des Moines,
at Ross Hall. They were transported to the Story County
Justice Center (reported at
12:26 a.m.).

Actor Russell Brand is a free
man after being briefly jailed in
New Orleans.
According to a rep for the New
Orleans Police Department, the
British comedian was picked
up by authorities Thursday at
Harrah’s Casino after he reportedly snatched a photographer’s
phone and tossed it through a
window earlier this week.
TMZ says Brand grabbed the
photographer’s iPhone on
Monday when he tried to take
a picture of the actor and threw
it at the window of a downtown
business, shattering the glass
— an incident Brand seems to
admit to on Twitter.
On Wednesday he wrote,
“Since Steve Jobs died I cannot bear to see anyone use an
iPhone irreverently ... what I did
was a tribute to his memory.”
The cops say the actor has been
charged with simple criminal
damage to property.
They also report that Brand
posted a $5,000 bond and was
quickly released from custody.

Baby on the way
for Neve Campbell
Surely this was something for
Neve Campbell to “scream”
with joy about: People magazine
reports that she’s expecting a
baby.
E! News noted the news is
expected, as Campbell’s been
spotted with a tell-tale baby
bump recently in paparazzi
shots.
And a rep for the 38-year-old
actress has confirmed that she
and actor JJ Feild are set to
welcome their little one later this
year. The couple’s “thrilled,” the
rep added to People mag.
According to E!, Campbell has
been dating Feild, 33, since last
year. The “Captain America”
actor will next be seen in
“Austenland,” while up next for
mommy-to-be Campbell is a
Lifetime movie that she also produced called “Sworn to Silence.”
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Student government

Bill would require
GSB to ‘connect
with constituents’
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Nutrition

By Charles.O’Brien
@iowastatedaily.com
“Connecting with constituents,” a phrase frequently used
among members of the Government of the Student Body
to describe their connections with the students they represent, is now being questioned by some GSB members on
whether or not some senators are really connecting with their
constituents.
At the March 7 GSB meeting, a new bylaw was presented
by senator Austin Ballhagen, senior in journalism and mass
communication. The bill looks to deal with senators and cabinet members connecting with constituents. The bill is called
“Connecting with Constituents 2.0” and was tabled until the
next GSB meeting.
“We motioned to table because a lot of the cosigners were
gone and we need two-third majority to pass. Had just five
senators voted ‘no,’ the bill would have failed,” Ballhagen said.
The bylaw change would require that senators and cabinet
members attend at least one club meeting a month and also
would allow senators to be excused from one GSB Wednesday
night meeting a month to attend a club meeting. More than
100 clubs on campus meet on Wednesday nights.
The bill also would require GSB members to schedule
makeup meetings in advance with clubs they would miss. The
bill would not allow members to schedule a makeup for after
the original meeting because some members believe that people would wait too long to do a makeup meeting.
Along with these other changes, new senators who are
seated during the year would be required to make up the
month in which they are seated and every month thereafter.
Some senators are in favor of this new bylaw change, such
as newly elected Inter-Residence Hall Association senator
Zach Bauer, freshman in political science.
“I think senators need to attend more than one meeting a
month. It is very doable — I can do it and I’m a very busy student,” Bauer said.
Bauer also went on to say that he plans to attend one club
meeting a week and send out two newsletters a month to constituents he represents, such as IRHA, so that then his constituents would hopefully become more informed about GSB
and what it does.
They would also become more informed about what senators really do for their constituents.
Another new GSB senator, David Pedersen, sophomore
in pre-business, spoke about his past experiences with GSB
senators at club meetings.
Pedersen talked about how a senator once showed up to
his Political Science Club meeting and never said anything to
the group and never asked for input.
“I think senators visiting clubs is an important thing to do,”
Pederson said. “I also think that senators should visit them to
get to know their constituents and learn how to best represent
them.”

Photo: Huiling Wu/Iowa State Daily
Kelly Wagner, senior in dietetics, shows off her cookbook with various recipes for children with cancer. The cookbook is Wagner’s
capstone honors project for the College of Human Sciences Honors Program.

ISU senior creates cookbook
Kelly Wagner’s
book caters to
cancer patients
By Trevor.Werner
@iowastatedaily.com
An ISU student has taken
a step toward helping children
overcome cancer with the help
of food by writing a book.
Kelly Wagner, senior in
dietetics, completed the book
last year as her capstone honors project for the College
of Human Sciences Honors
Program.
“I was brainstorming with
my adviser on possible project ideas,” Wagner said. “We
discovered that there really
wasn’t a cookbook designed
solely for children with cancer.
Those books are usually only
aimed at adults.”
It took her the entire year

to complete, but she said she
enjoyed it and learned a lot too.
All stages of cancer treatment affect the body differently, with chemotherapy being
the most drastic.
“Chemotherapy is the most
significant because chemo
drugs kill cells that divide rapidly, such as taste buds, causing patients to have to regrow
new ones,” said Kris Ghosh, a
gynecologic oncologist and coauthor of “Living With Cancer
Cookbook: Pink Together
Edition,” which is another
book aimed at adults undergoing cancer.
“It can take a month for a
patient to regrow these cells,”
Ghosh said. “Tastes often
change radically in that time.”
In
Wagner’s
book,
“Children’s Cookbook During
and After Cancer Treatment,”
she aimed her recipes at a
younger generation of patients, who she thought were

not getting the same help
adults were getting.
“Children need special
treatment,” Wagner said. “A lot
of them are picky eaters and
the treatments only make that
worse, so they may not get the
nutrition they need to grow
and develop properly.”
Wagner explained that
children are rapidly changing
during growth.
“This is a period of rapid
growth and development for
many children,” Wagner said.
“And if they do not get the correct amount of nutrients during this time, it could affect
them for the rest of their life.”
According to the American
Cancer Society, a good diet
not only helps a child develop
properly, but it also helps them
better tolerate treatment and
its side effects. Children are
better able to stay on schedule
for treatment, heal and recover
faster, have less of a risk of in-

fection during treatment, have
a higher level of strength and
energy, are able to better keep
up their weight and have an
overall better quality of life.
Typically children are less
irritable, they sleep better and
they work better with their
health care team.
Her book is written in easyto-read categories, broken
down by whatever ailment
the child is suffering. For example, a child suffering from
a sore mouth can find many
soft, easy-to-digest recipes
that help alleviate that. Other
ailments Wagner’s book try to
help are diarrhea, constipation, change in taste, lack of
appetite and fatigue.
Wagner said she has spent
time working with children
through classes in her major,
and this book is helping her
reach her goal of working in pediatric nutrition at a children’s
hospital after graduation.
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Events:

New magazine

Innovation
Pitch
competition

Midwestern moxie

 When: 6 p.m. Tuesday
 Where: Delta Upsilon
fraternity, 117 Ash Ave.
 What: Preregistered ISU
students have 90 seconds
to pitch their best business
plan.

Tech Brew
Ames
 When: 5 p.m. Thursday
 Where: Dublin Bay,
320 S. 16th St.
 What: The Technology
Association of Iowa hosts
an informal gathering of
entrepreneurs, technologists and business people
to network and socialize.

Money:

Gas prices
up for 9th
straight day
(CNN) The national average
price for a gallon of gasoline
rose for the ninth straight day
Sunday to $3.838. That is now
only about 6.7 percent below
the record high of $4.11 from
July 2008.
The average price rose by
three-tenths of a penny, according to the survey of gas
stations conducted for the
motorist group AAA. Gas
prices are now up more than
17 percent this year.
Gasoline averages more than
$4 a gallon in seven states:
Alaska, California, Connecticut,
Hawaii, Illinois, New York and
Washington. Gas prices are
also above $4 a gallon in the
District of Columbia, according to AAA. At nearly $4.48 a
gallon, Hawaii ranks as the nation’s high. Prices are less than
a dime away from $4 a gallon
in Michigan, Nevada, Oregon
and Wisconsin,
Wyoming has the nation’s
lowest gas prices, averaging
slightly above $3.40 a gallon.
Gas prices have been rising on
the back of soaring oil prices,
which have shot up more than
5 percent over the past month
amid fears that tensions with
Iran will lead to an all-out war
and disruption in oil supplies.
Signs of an improving
economy have also boosted
oil prices, as has the stock
market, which hit multi-year
highs this week.

Tech:

Do comment
sections hurt
online media?
(CNN) AUSTIN, Texas — In
the early days of the Internet,
there was hope that the
unprecedented tool for global
communication would lead to
thoughtful sharing and discussion on its most popular sites.
A decade and a half later, the
very idea is laughable, says
Gawker Media founder Nick
Denton.
“It didn’t happen,” said
Denton, whose properties
include the blogs Gawker,
Jezebel, Gizmodo, io9 and
Lifehacker. “The idea of capturing the intelligence of the
readership — that’s a joke.”
Denton was speaking at South
by Southwest Interactive, the
annual festival here devoted to
Web and digital culture.
He said that commenting on
his own sites (which he’s seen
make reporters cry) has gotten
so bad that he doesn’t engage.
“I don’t like going into the
comments. ... For every two
comments that are interesting — even if they’re critical,
you want to engage with them
— there will be eight that are
off-topic or just toxic,” he said.
So, what’s the solution?
When it comes to improving open discussion threads,
Denton, during an interviewstyle discussion with blogger
and Expert Labs director Anil
Dash, seemed quicker to shoot
down ideas that others are trying than to provide proposals
of his own.
Having editors and reporters
engage their readers in the
comments? “The writer of the
piece has to move on to the
next piece. They don’t have
time to moderate all those
comments.”

By Sarah.Binder
@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa has long been seen as a flyover state — the
place where potatoes, no, corn, no, pigs, are grown.
Erin O’Grady and Heidi Petersen are looking to
change that with a publication that is controversial,
sleek, cutting-edge and witty: Mox Magazine.
“Both of us had the opportunity to move away
from Iowa many, many, many times,” said O’Grady,
a student in creative apparel design who also is
known as burlesque dancer Phoenix L’Amour.
Mox aims to showcase local business and culture in an unconventional way — not by telling the
same stories that are heard over and over.
“There are other
things out there
that are just as
“We got tired
cool,” said Petersen,
a 2010 alumna in inof reading
tegrated studio arts.
about cool
“Iowa’s not that big,
stuff in L.A.,
and people don’t
New York —
even know about
basically anythings that are a few
where besides
hours away.”
Iowa and the
The two magazine lovers started
Midwest.”
working on Mox
Heidi Petersen
early this year, after
growing tired about
reading stories that only applied to the coasts. The
concept has expanded to include fashion, culture,
music, food and art, and while the first issue will focus mainly on Iowa, they hope to eventually cover
the entire Midwest.
And, they’ll do it without sugar-coating.
“We want to ask the questions that people
around here don’t want to ask,” Petersen said.
Both said they have blunt, to-the-point personalities and they want their magazine to match.
They are inspired by publications such as Nylon,
Interview and Paper.

moxie
noun \mäk-se\
1. Energy, pep
2. Courage, determination
3. Know-how

Landing an interview with GroupLove, a band
who’s national tour will stop in Des Moines in May,
was an exciting moment for the young publication and an example of how they hope to promote
big events in the Midwest. Instead of the standard
questions, they tend to ask musicians about costume malfunctions or what bands “make them
want to puke.”
Both have day jobs — working about five feet
away from each other at Younker’s beauty counters — so they camp out in the back booth of London

Photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Heidi Petersen and Erin O’Grady are starting their own magazine focused on central Iowa culture.

Underground to manage every aspect of the publication. While they are planning for a June release,
they want to make sure Mox lives up to their exacting standards before releasing it.
“It’s going to be beautiful,” O’Grady said, “We’re
not going to release something that we’re not 100
percent about.”
They hope the publication will be a keep-

sake, with beautiful photography and perforated
tear-outs.
One of the hardest early decisions was finding a
name that could sum up all the wit, determination
and energy the publication hopes to embody. After
trying hundreds of terms, O’Grady and Peterson
found a word from the ‘30s that sums up their forward-looking attitude: moxie.

Apple

Thousands get in line for new iPad
By CNN Wire staff
NEW YORK — The new iPad may
not be much different than the previous version, but that didn’t stop thousands of Apple fans in New York from
waiting hours in line to be among the
first to get it Friday morning.
Apple’s newest tablet went on
sale around the world Friday. Large
retailers such as Wal-Mart and Best
Buy were selling the tablet. Wal-Mart
even had a limited amount on sale
at midnight. But enthusiasts mostly
flocked to Apple’s own stores.
The line at the flagship Apple
Store on Manhattan’s Fifth Avenue
spanned more than a city block, and
fans filled several corridors at the new
Grand Central store.
Once again, Greg Packers of
Huntington, N.Y., was the first in line
to get an iPad at the Fifth Avenue
store. He was the first in line to get
the iPhone in 2007, and since then
has received sponsorships from various companies to wait in line. He had
been waiting since Monday at noon.
Behind him, some people had slept
overnight. Those who got in line around
6 a.m. — two hours before the launch —
had to wait a block away. Many in line
said they already owned an iPad 2 but
still wanted the new device.
The new iPad’s flashiest feature
is a high-pixel-count “retina dis-

Photo: David Goldman/CNN Wire
Apple fans wait in line to get the new iPad on Friday in New York City.

play,” previously available only on the
iPhone. The new iPad screen has 3.1
million pixels, one million more than
a 1080p high-definition screen of that
size would. It also features a faster
processor and a 4G radio.
“I bought [an iPad 2] for my husband two weeks ago, and then Apple
surprised me by announcing the new
one,” said Dezi Swing of Manhattan.
“The new iPad has better resolution,
so I think he’ll like that. I’m going to
try to trade in the old one.”
Protesters from Change.org were

also in attendance at the flagship
store, with a large banner. The organization said it has received petitions
from 250,000 people asking Apple to
improve its working conditions for
factory employees in China.
“Apple has been a little forthcoming
since we first delivered the petitions at
Grand Central, but we want them to do
better than that,” said Shelby Knox, a
senior organizer for the group.
The scene at the three-monthold Apple Store in Grand Central
Terminal was busy but relatively

sedate, with dozens of store staffers,
security guards and police officers
keeping watch.
Velvet ropes blocked off the marble stairway that leads up to the Apple
Store in the main concourse, and
staffers corralled hundreds of people
down hallways to avoid blocking
commuter traffic.
Scores of people approached the
velvet-roped-off front steps of the
Grand Central Apple Store in the
minutes before 8 a.m., hoping to walk
right up for an iPad. Many were visibly shocked when staffers pointed
down a corridor to the long line.
Photographers Heather Waraksa
and Jonathan Mehring arrived at 7
a.m., and they were leaning against
the wall eating bagels a half hour later.
Neither of them has owned an iPad
before, but they think the new version’s retina display screen will be
good for business.
“I had a meeting last week where
I showed my [photo] portfolio on
my laptop, and the guy was like, ‘You
should really get an iPad,’” Mehring
said. “It looks much better, and a laptop is cumbersome anyway.”
Waraksa also has an important
meeting next week, which is why she
chose to wait in line: “Basically, I have
to have it immediately. I can’t order
online and wait two to three weeks
for delivery.”

Ames Chamber of Commerce

Expo offers local companies chance to network
By Daily staff
Dozens of local companies will
put their products, services and possibly even career opportunities on
display Thursday at the Business to
Business Expo, an event hosted by
the Ames Chamber of Commerce and
sponsored by WebFilings.

In addition to networking with
chamber members, the expo will
provide an opportunity to learn more
about Ames businesses, collect coupons and samples and enter to win
prizes.
The event also will function as
the chamber’s March Business After
Hours, a monthly networking event.

Business to Business Expo
 When: 4 to 7 p.m. Thursday
 Where: Scheman Building
 Cost: Free
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Financial aid

Average ISU student’s debt
drops to less than $30,000
By Leah.DeGraaf
@iowastatedaily.com
Average student debt upon graduation
from Iowa State has fallen below $30,000
for the first time in five to six years.
The steady decrease of student debt
can be attributed not only to an increased
concern and awareness among students,
but also an increased desire among faculty
to provide financial education and aid to
students.
This year’s average student debt for
graduating students who borrowed money while in school decreased to $29,455.
Students who never borrowed a penny
while in school are not included in the denominator of this average.
“In 2008 when our economy started
to go downward and so many people lost
jobs, a lot of people started to tighten their
belts,” said Roberta Johnson, director of
the Office of Student Financial Aid.
In 2005, the financial aid office began
a concerted effort to decrease average
student debt at Iowa State. Its goal is to increase student awareness and knowledge
of student loans and finances.
Iowa State offers student financial aid
to cover every cost of attendance. This includes a student’s tuition, fees, room and
board, books and supplies and personal
living expenses. Johnson said students
need to be aware they are not required to
take out loans for all these expenses.
“Just because a loan is offered on their
financial aid award does not mean they
have to borrow that full amount,” she said.
She said she believes students should
be fully aware of what they borrowing

money for.
“I’m prouder of the student that came
in here with nothing and said, ‘I could have
borrowed $40,000, but I managed to figure
out how to get out of here with [$10,000].’”
Johnson also attributes the decrease
in student debt to legislation passed,
which prohibits individuals younger than
21 from obtaining credit cards without
a cosigner, but believes the most important step to decreasing debt is creating a
budget.
“I think the greatest things students
can do is number one, develop a budget,”
Johnson said. “It is so easy for money to
just evaporate from everyone’s wallets. It
is not just students that that happens to.”
By having summer jobs, working hard,
renting textbooks, finding cheap places
to live, budgeting well and utilizing all resources, students also can see financial
improvements.
Douglas Borkowski, director of the ISU
Financial Counseling Clinic, said students
also need to seek out as much “free money” as possible.
“Seek out any scholarships possible,”
Borkowski said. “Take the time to do that
scholarship hunt.”
This year, Borkowski said the student
financial counseling clinic is on pace again
to meet with a record number of students
in one-on-one conferences.
While Borkowski does meet with students concerned with student debt, he
also meets with individuals to discuss
budgeting, buying their first house, investing or even job benefits.
“It’s not like we are seeing all students
with problems,” Borkowski said. “A pretty

large number of the students we are seeing, it’s about planning for their future.”
Borkowski said Iowa State is a leader
in student financial education and currently the Financial Counseling Clinic
and the Office of Student Financial Aid are
working to make each student’s experience even better.
At the national level, Johnson said conversations are taking place as well. In the
past few years, Iowa State has lost a total of
$450,000 in supplemental grant funds as
well as $250,000 worth of work-study program appropriation. Overall, this makes it
more challenging to provide students with
scholarships and financial aid.
“That is why I am so excited that [ISU
President Steven Leath] is talking about
reducing student loan debt and realizes
that it is critical that we raise scholarship
support,” Johnson said.
The University of Northern Iowa recently adopted a campaign to increase
awareness among students about student
debt.
The main message is “live like a student while you are in college, so you don’t
have to after you graduate,” Johnson said.
Next year, Johnson hopes to replicate
some elements from this campaign at
Iowa State.
“It is just going to be interesting to see
as we navigate the financial aid scene going forward, can we continue through
these additional efforts to maintain our
trend of downward indebtedness of our
students?” Johnson said. “There is not going to be one silver bullet. We are just going
to have to attack it from a lot of different
fronts.”
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Agriculture

‘Ag gag’ legislation raises questions
By Randi.Reeder
@iowastatedaily.com
Two weeks ago, Gov. Terry
Branstad signed House File
549, an “ag gag” bill that has
made it illegal to expose incriminating undercover evidence of animal abuse.
This is a new concept
brought to the issue of whistleblowing for animal abuse in
the agricultural industry and
is being called a threat to the
health and safety of consumers along with violating the
freedom of the press.
Before this bill, what
the farms had to protect
themselves was “good oldfashioned trespassing,” said
Barbara Mack, who is a lawyer and associate professor of
journalism and communication. “What I don’t understand
is why it’s even necessary.”
The issue became a nationwide topic after videos filmed
by undercover activists hired
as farm workers exposed apparent mistreatment on farms.
One of the videos by Mercy
for Animals highlighted HyLine International, the world’s
largest egg-laying hatchery in
Spencer, Iowa.
The video is graphic
and shows male chicks just
hatched being put on conveyer
belts, sorted from the females
and tossed into grinders alive.
The females are debeaked and
put in crates to be shipped
throughout the states.
The newly passed law

makes it more difficult for ac- food production in agricultural
tivists to get access undercov- facilities.
er to make such videos.
The bill makes it a crimi“This bill moves this out of nal offense to knowingly make
the realm civil and into realm any false statements to gain
of criminal behavior,” Mack employment at an agriculsaid.
tural facility with the intent to
Mack compared it to a car- commit acts unauthorized by
on-car accident. If a person the owner of the facility. Any
hits someone with their car, news outlet who “harbors, aids
they pay civil money damages. or conceals” those persons by
If a person hits someone and is refusing to divulge its sources
under the influence, the crime also will be subject to criminal
has escalated to a criminal of- penalties. The sentence is up
fense and they pay for criminal to one year in prison and a fine
damages and are felons. Same of up to $1,500.
goes for anyone caught doing
Because of this, the ACLU
undercover filming at facilities of Iowa delivered a letter to the
under the new “ag gag” law.
governor by hand the morning
Individuals and groups Branstad signed the bill, askwith animals in mind, such as ing him to veto HF 549.
the American Civil Liberties
Unlike groups such as the
Union of Iowa, are concerned. ACLU, there are those who are
According to an email sent in favor of the bill and see its
by ACLU communications benefits.
Saturday,
March 26
specialist Veronica Lorson
“I don’t think that they
10
a.m.
to
2 p.m.
Fowler, the bill targets under- should be able to infiltrate
cover investigative reporting Community
farming operations
and film
Center Gym
of animal abuse and unsafe
said
Ameswithout
City Hall,knowledge,”
515 Clark Ave.
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and overtime at meters.
The parking division sold 15,344 annual permits and 5,126 temporary and summer permits during the 2011 fiscal year.
“People don’t like to pay for the permit
or the ticket, but they like the lot shoveled
and no potholes, so we try real hard to
maintain,” Miller said. “And to be honest,
we have pretty good lots on this campus.”
According to the Parking Division,
$3,549,297 was collected in revenue in
2011, coming from permits, fines, meters
and several other areas. They also had
$2,617,238 in expenses including maintaining the CyRide orange route from the
commuter lot, snow removal, salaries and
maintenance.
This left the Parking Division with
$932,059, but $456,561 was used for capital projects during the year, which is used
for major fixes of particular parking lots in
need of extra services.
Miller said that the actual amount
of money made in 2011 by the Parking
Division — $475,498 — did not go toward
any other department or student programs within Iowa State.
“Whatever money is left over, all that
money goes into future capital projects
accounts. It could be for a parking ramp
and we’ve built up reserve funds for if
something major were to happen,” Miller

explained.
Only 100 people received nine percent
of the tickets given in 2011.
“The No. 1 person got 151 tickets that
year ... some of those are the ones that
complain the most ... but if you’re getting
over 50 tickets, there is just abuse going
on,” Miller said
The parking division takes pictures of
ticketed cars in an effort to ensure no mistakes have been made. This way they can
prove if a car was in a space without the
correct permit. They also chalk car tires to
track how long a particular car has been in
a metered space.
Miranda Fair, sophomore in linguistics, has purchased a permit in order to
have legal access to parking spaces.
“I do think that the Parking Division is
doing the right thing by giving out tickets,”
she said. “If I have to pay to park there legally, they should have to pay for parking
there illegally.”
Iowa State ranks as the lowest for
amount charged in fines for improper
parking and second in amount charged
for overtime parking at meters and parking without a permit among the Big 12
schools. However, the university ranks as
one of the highest in amount charged for
altering or counterfeiting a permit, unauthorized possession of a permit and parking in an area designated for those with
disabilities.

Lewis Wenell, senior in agricultural studies. “It’s an invasion of privacy.”
Wenell said that people
who are unfamiliar with the
animal industry would interpret the videos in a different
light and see it as mistreatment of animals.
“The worst thing about it
is those rare times when animals are abused is not a general
treatment of animals,” he said.
“I’m sure if filming was allowed
in any industry undercover, a
person would find a case or two
of illegal happenings. “
Wenell, who is on the public relations committee for
Iowa State’s 450 Farm this semester, will be presenting an
article on the male chicks that
were filmed being tossed into
a grinder up in Spencer, Iowa,
for the class’s Experiential
Teaching assignment. The
activity is to get the class to
produce an appropriate written reaction to such activities as the video of Hy-Line
International.
Iowa was the first state to
pass this bill. Other states such
as Utah, Nebraska, Minnesota,
Missouri, Illinois, New York
and Indiana are discussing
passing similar “ag gag” bills.
These states include some of
the nation’s most concentrated factory farming practices.
Mack believes Iowa should
be leading in education, tax reform and helping students pay
for college instead of protecting big agriculture factories.

“If someone is ... making their own permit, I’d rather have a higher price,” Miller
said. “I think those people deserve those.”
Garret Johnson, sophomore in agricultural engineering, agreed that “if you’re at
fault, then you’re at fault,” but also believes
that the Parking Division gives out too
many tickets.
“What I think is that they check so frequently that if you run out of minutes and
come to your car two minutes after it is
done, there is a ticket,” Johnson said, who
has received six or seven tickets this year.
Miller said the Parking Division is
always open to new suggestions and is
working to continue to make things more
efficient. “We’re trying to look at some other options for out there,” Miller said.
He explained that much of the technology, such as students being able to pay
using their ISU ID cards and smartphone
apps, are currently too expensive or the
technology is not available for campus yet.
Any changes in fines, fees and the
way the systems of the Parking Division
are made by the Iowa Board of Regents
from suggestions by the transportation
advisory council, which contains several
students.
“There’s a process in place,” Miller said.
“Some people think we raise rates without
doing any checking, but quite frankly, it’s
the other way around. It usually takes at
least a year to make any changes.”
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Saturday
March 24
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Community Center Gym
Ames City Hall
515 Clark Ave.
The annual City of Ames
Eco Fair has the answers
to all your sustainability
questions! Booths,
vendors, activities, and
displays will show how
residents can
reduce, reuse,
and recycle.
The event is free and
fun for all ages!
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Debate

Consider use
of ‘soft power’
in Afghanistan
Wartime atrocities always present
a publicity problem for the offending
country, in addition to examples of
humanitarian issues. The American
experience in Afghanistan has, been
just as challenging as any other war.
As the conflict enters its 10th year,
some of our forces have inflicted
such offenses as urinating on the
bodies of dead Afghans, inadvertently
disposing of copies of the Quran
by burning it and, most recently,
one lone soldier allegedly killing 16
Afghan civilians in what has been
described as a massacre or rampage.
Such events are nothing new;
each and every war involves damage
to property, civilians and the fragile
fabric of humanity. What is new in
the 21st century is how quickly such
news can spread and the speed with
which outrage can turn into protests.
Following the accidental Quran
burning, for instance, thousands of
Afghans protested across the country
for several days. In those protests,
about a dozen people died and many
more were injured.
The lesson from the recent
unsettling of relations between
Afghanistan and the United States
may be that, at this point, we are doing it wrong. It is well and good to say
that if we are going to be on a mission
to a country, especially one as different from our own as Afghanistan is,
that we should do it right. But what
does that look like?
More than 100,000 United States
military personnel are deployed in
the combat zone that is Afghanistan.
Nation-building, however, requires
more than military deployment.
Granted, it is not as if the United
States is not involved with road and
school construction or farm subsidies
so Afghans can profitably avoid growing crops for an illegal drug trade.
As long as the U.S. military is the
point-man for American involvement in Afghanistan, however, it is
the use of hard power — force — that
will capture public attention. The
predominant effort, if we are to be
at all present in that foreign country,
should consist of more soft power
missions than it already does. The
politicians and critics are correct; an
American mission in Afghanistan
needs to be supported to the fullest
extent possible.
It is the form of that mission — are
we to provide humanitarian relief
and infrastructure development, or
are we there on a policing mission? —
that we quibble with here. For years
now, leaders in the defense community have advocated pursuit of a
more holistic approach to our efforts
there. The recognition that a “wholeof-government,” soft power approach
is necessary has been recognized
by figures from President Barack
Obama on down. We have only to
implement it.
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test their knowledge and face challenges from adversaries. Being educated is the key to intelligent debate.

Research is key to reason

Sensible debate can only
be fueled by information

T

he entirety of my Spring Break was
filled with quite a raucous homecoming, having returned to my hometown,
which, due to recent hostility toward my own
political stances, I now treat with contempt.
I was absorbed in online debates against the
citizens of what was once my home. Yes, online
debates, with all of their frivolity.
The debate concerned a series of letters to
the editor of the town newspaper, explaining
why the nonsecular should be able to enforce
their morals upon the whimsical fancy of the
homosexual “tyrants.”
When arguing in the comments section,
I cited various court cases concerning issues
of marriage. My opposition told me they
disagreed with my comments, even though
all I did was remind everybody of a fact, not
necessarily taking up a position. When I told
them to merely examine the preponderance of
evidence, I received the curt response, “I don’t
do reading assignments.”
Oh, dear sir or madam, how do you learn?
While I won’t delve into gay marriage specifically, I’d like to articulate the importance of
educated argumentation, or as the right would
like to call it, “liberal indoctrination.”
I have argued and debated on many occasions throughout my two years in college. In
fact, some would go as far as to say that I am
obsessed with debating. I yearn for the chance
to display what skill I have and foam at the
mouth when the situation arises.
Arguing provides me the opportunity to
test my knowledge against adversity. Through
arguing, I learn from both my own assertions
and from those of my adversary. This Socratic
approach to learning, the idea of obsessively
questioning and arguing with skepticism, I
believe, has been neglected in our society.
The reason why rational, educated argu-

By Michael.Glawe
@iowastatedaily.com
ment has been neglected is because it is often
difficult, time-consuming and overwhelmingly
dense. This is a turnoff for some people, and
it is much easier to regurgitate the ditto-head
refutations of Rush Limbaugh and his band
of cronies. In the case of my aforementioned
Spring Break debacle, a recitation of religious
interest.
Now, I don’t mean to single out any one
political side specifically. Misinformation
is prevalent on both the left and the right.
However, it is exhausting when I must constantly correct uneducated morons. I don’t
care if you disagree with me, as long as you are
true to yourself and true to factual evidence at
hand. In fact, I prefer that you disagree with me
and that you are skeptical. That is what makes
learning truly great, when we must come to a
conclusion about important matters.
How will I learn from the debate if you have
nothing to provide but factional dogma that
is mere surmising from party-driven demagogues? If I want to listen to talk radio shows,
I will.
If you’re going to argue with me, argue with
conviction and at least have the courage to see
both sides of the argument. At least have the
responsibility to perform research before you
take up a position, instead of aligning yourself
with your party.
I should not have to ask a Libertarian who
Friedrich Hayek and Robert Nozick are. They
should already know who these people are
before even declaring themselves “libertarian.”
The same could very well be said of the conservatives and Edmund Burke.

I have friends who remark upon my, let’s be
honest, incredibly dense columns and simply
state, “I’d read your articles, but I already know
that I will agree with you.” Heaven forbid! I
could easily state that I am a Hitler-loving
fanatic and you would agree at my bidding?
I should hope not. This is the same horrible
party delineation that I condemn.
Yet, as I reflect, this is exactly the problem.
People are too lazy to come up with a true
individual position that they have arrived at
on their own. Instead, they just nod their head
in agreement without knowing the gravity of
their decision. Whatever happened to sifting
through factual evidence, or doing “reading
assignments,” and finding the truth in such
matters?
If we perform research and fact check our
party leaders, our political environment will
flourish. No longer will we call Barack Obama
a socialist, without actually knowing what socialism is. No longer will we claim that animals
have rights under the 14th Amendment without having read the preface, “We the people.”
I believe that people will begin to enjoy
arguing with each other and fulfilling their
duty as citizens. Instead of regurgitating what
other people have said, we will begin to string
together our own conjectures in brilliant and
clever ways.
The United States would return to the
political prestige that it once had.
I encourage you, reader, to educate yourself
on all of these overarching political matters
and find your position on your own, whether
that be on the right, left or neither.
I can only hope that we continue what the
founders intended when this country was so
young. We can be that intention, embrace it
and educate ourselves, or falter, and prove me a
dreamer after all.

Michael Glawe is a sophomore in finance
and political science from New Ulm, Minn.

Online

Academia should accept Wikipedia

T

wo hundred fortyfour years ago, the
Encyclopaedia Britannica
was born. Nineteen years ago,
information began being sent
through what we called the
Internet along with the idea of
an online encyclopedia. Eleven
years ago, Wikipedia was formally
launched and has recently put
the physical encyclopedia on
permanent hold from the printing
presses.
Our education system has
adapted the idea that the encyclopedia is more credible than many
public contributors building one
and is continuously being developed. Yet, still today, 73 percent
of teachers prohibit the use of
Wikipedia for research by their
students.
The good news is that number
is down from 86 percent in 2005.
The bad news is that I believe the
ignorance of adopting Wikipedia
as a credible source is hurting
more than doing any good.
During my first year at Iowa
State, professors made it clear
that Wikipedia was not a source
to be credited. It was only to be a
reference to start your research
or rather a preemptive part of the
research. When nearly eight out
of every 10 students still turn to

By Derek.Jensen
@iowastatedaily.com
Wikipedia for first research purposes, it seems to be the preliminary part of any research.
Isn’t this also what the traditional encyclopedias were for
as well? So why were they seen
as a credible source when their
mistakes per article are just less
than one better than Wikipedia?
One could argue that the ease of
plagiarism is higher, so making
it a non-credible source is only
a preventive measure. Another
could argue that making it open to
anyone to edit makes it, in itself, a
non-credible source.
Plagiarism has always been the
number one issue among students
and their respective institutions.
In 2001, a study found among
a sample of 1,800 students at
nine state universities reported
that 52 percent had copied a few
sentences from a website without
citing the source.
A separate but more recent
study found 11 percent of college

papers plagiarizing Wikipedia.
Whether you think Wikipedia
is a credible source or not, among
online sources it seems to be the

one most credited.
Plagiarism always will be a
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Gun control

Americans must take problem seriously
M

ost issue-based surveys
reveal jobs, immigration, health care, Social
Security, foreign policy and federal
budget deficit as the top key issues
that will shape the 2012 presidential
election. Indeed, without a doubt,
anyone who lives in America would
find this to be no revelation as it
reflects the realities of everyday life
and the most pressing of needs.
However, one issue whose
absence among the top issues I find
curious is that of gun control. I don’t
know how to partake in this because
guns and their control are not so big
of an issue in the side of the world
where I grew up; simply put, guns
are illegal and individuals have no
authority to hold guns — it is highly
punishable. That said, that side of the
world isn’t a better place just because
of that; there are security run-ins and
incidents that threaten public safety
beyond imagination.
But when guns are in the hands
of as naive persons as children, then
despite the safety levels, we must
seek caution; we must be bothered
and we must talk. Recently, a 9-year-

By Benson.Amollo
@iowastatedaily.com
old boy reportedly carried his uncle’s
.45-caliber pistol to a Washington
elementary school, causing critical
casualties to his classmates when the
gun accidentally went off.
Not that guns and their control
ought to consume the best of our
dialogue, but with memories of
Columbine and Virginia Tech, should
we let this grave issue just slip by?
Fortunately, the girl who was shot
at the elementary school incident
did not die and remains in intensive
care. However, the boy — already the
victim of a failed society — is becoming the victim of an unfair criminal
system. The boy was paraded into
court Friday for his bail hearing. It
was granted at $50,000, but not after
he cried through the hearing, barely
able to read the charges against him

— a failure of his education system.
The lopsided American law
presumes a child older than 7 is well
equipped to stand trial and bear
responsibility for their actions, just
in the same way as an adult. Except
(thanks to statutory sovereignty) in
Washington state, the decision as to
whether a 9-year-old should own up
to their responsibility of “guilt” is a
matter for the courts to decide.
While the courts are supposed
to deliberate on prosecutions, the
intent, age and circumstances surrounding the case seem not to raise
concerns in the public. For instance,
what was the boy’s reason for having
the gun on him that day? Some media
reports indicate that he was upset
at his family’s breakdown and was
intending to run away that evening,
taking the gun for protection. Yet,
no one can realize how we’ve shown
our children the last best hope for
security when all seems lost: guns.
Haven’t we just failed the very innocent children who should stay away
from guns?
There have been several other
cases of this nature. In February

2000, a 6-year-old boy took his uncle’s gun into school and deliberately
shot a fellow student. The victim was
6-year-old Kayla Rolland, who was
killed by a single bullet to her chest.
The boy was not prosecuted for his
actions as he was younger than 7, but
his uncle served two years in prison
for involuntary manslaughter as the
gun was his. There were other factors
at play; the boy was staying with his
uncle because his mother had been
evicted from her residence and was
working through a failing “welfareto-work” program that saw her
working every hour under the sun for
a horrendously low wage.
The gun dilemma in America
is institutionally bred. We have a
system that continually drags down
pockets of society and fails them
from within. How would such young
children be able to get their hands on
firearms, load them and take them
into school? Defendants of the right
to bear arms argue that guns should
be held for self-defense and that having them locked in a gun case does
no good. Gun control should be more
than simply allowing people to leave

loaded weapons lying around their
house.
The Virginia Tech shooting in
2006 — the largest student massacre
in U.S. history — claimed the lives of
32 students. All shot by a student diagnosed with serious mental illness,
yet this wasn’t picked up on his background check and he was allowed to
purchase guns and keep them on a
university campus. Another deadly
example of how it is all too easy to
acquire a gun in America.
There has not been a year since
Columbine that someone has not
been shot in a U.S. school by a student, intentional or not.
Will this ever change? It is unlikely. Many Americans still refuse to
talk about gun control. With missed
opportunities combined with the
current state of U.S. politics, this terrible trend is likely to continue for the
foreseeable future.

Benson Amollo is a graduate

student in journalism and mass
communication from Nairobi,
Kenya

Letter to the editor

Not all Christians condemn homosexuality
Before Spring Break, a senior named
Andrew Mungons wrote a commendable
piece in which he encouraged the LGBT and
Christian communities to have more civil
discourse. I agree with Mungons that a “proper
discussion of beliefs” can and should take place
and that wrong ideas “need to be fixed on both
sides of the issue.” Unfortunately, Mungons
himself holds some of those wrong ideas.
To begin with, he assumes that someone
cannot be gay and Christian. As a gay Christian
minister with many gay Christian friends and
gay Christians who worship with me every
Sunday, I can assure Mungons that he is wrong.
The gay Christian phenomenon is not limited
to congregants at a progressive church like the
one I serve. I know several gay Christians who
worship weekly at conservative churches as
well.
Mungons also is wrong when he claims
the Bible “says that homosexuality is morally
wrong.” In fact, the word homosexual never appears in the Bible. There is no Greek or Hebrew
equivalent for homosexual because the concept
itself dates to the 19th century. It was only in
the 19th century that people began to realize that there is such a thing as an immutable
sexual orientation.
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concern in any academic
institution, so rather than
discounting a source due to
the ease of that negligence to
occur, I’d push for what makes
a source truly credible.
This brings me to the
second argument of discounting Wikipedia as a credible
source. The fact that it is an
online encyclopedia that can
be accessed and edited by
literally anyone — or what
Wikipedia says is truly only
751,426 contributors — speaks
in favor of the argument.
When you compare, the
Encyclopaedia Britannica has
4,000 contributors that include 110 Nobel Prize winners
and 5 U.S. presidents.
But the truth of the matter is that in comparison
to college-level textbooks,
Wikipedia is 98 percent ac-

Jonathan C. Page is a reverend at United
Church of Christ Congregational in Ames.

True, sexual orientation does not function
in binaries — people are often not purely gay
or straight. Nevertheless, every major medical
and scientific body in the United States today
accepts that certain people have an innate attraction to people of the same sex. In contrast,
for the Apostle Paul it was assumed that anyone
would have sex with someone of the same
gender out of an excess of lust. There was no
sense that maybe a man might not be attracted
to women and vice versa.
Beyond the concept of a sexual orientation, other factors make the interpretation of
New Testament sexual ethics complex. Both
Hellenistic and Jewish societies of the time
were highly patriarchal. Marriage and sexual
matters were often seen in the context of property rights, i.e. women as the rightful property
and legal responsibility of their husbands and
marriage as largely a financial transaction.
Moreover, Jewish culture prized purity and
viewed sexual matters in terms of the filth
that sex might bring. Bear in mind that being
ritually impure had consequences for involve-

curate with many errors being
corrected by its people within
hours. Wikipedia is truly the
encyclopedia that is keeping
up with our ever-changing
world by not only being
available in 250 languages,
but by being free and heavily
supported.
Rather than discounting Wikipedia as a credible
source, I find that if teachers adopted it as a replacement for what was once the
Encyclopaedia Britannica we
would be better off. The more
our world gets and stays connected through technology,
the more we need an encyclopedia that can keep up.
What was once the most
respected encyclopedia
should now be in the realm of
Wikipedia. Even if the sources
are credible, they are losing
their relevancy.
Wikipedia has high
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In honor of Roy J. Carver
who achieved success
through initiative and
hard work

Twenty $5,200
Scholarships
will be awarded
For 2012-2013
Eligibility Requirements:
• Iowa Resident
• 2.80 Cumulative GPA
• Junior Status Fall 2012
• Demonstrate financial
need by filing the FAFSA
prior to March 1
• Social/other barrier to
attending college
full-time

with a special interest in

Comic Strips
Literary Cartoons
Illustrated (ekphrastic)
Poetry/
Prose
Please submit all work
electronically to

sketcheditors@iastate.edu
TITLE your work and remove
your name from the piece
itself. Include contact info
(email address, major and
phone number) within body
of email, NOT on submission.

Submissions Deadline:

relevance and continues to
show improvement as being
a credible source among
academic use. Today, more
than 20 respected colleges
are now helping Wikipedia
with content and editing. It’s
about adapting to the world
and trusting that what is being
built will only grow the core
values we hold in academia.
Rather than finding ways
to discredit Wikipedia, let’s
build a better, credible and —
most importantly — relevant
encyclopedia.

Apply online at:
www.carvertrust.org
for questions call

(515) 294-0103

March 30, 2012

Visit our website for complete
submission guidelines:
http://www.stuorg.iastate.edu/bloc/sketch/homepage.html
Funded by GSB

ment in the temple worship and other religious
observances.
By and large, American Christians do not
view sexual relations in terms of property rights
or purity concerns. Concepts of gender, sex and
sexuality have changed dramatically since the
first century. Just as we have rethought Biblical

assumptions around slavery and the rights of
women, it is also time that Christians rethink
views on homosexuality and sexuality more
broadly. I welcome the chance to talk openly
with Andrew Mungons and others because,
like him, I think we all would benefit from more
dialogue.

Nothe
ordinary
love...
For
one you
love!
no ordinary jewelry!

A MES

S ILVERSMITHING
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Women’s basketball

Online:

WOMEN’S GOLF TIES
FOR 8TH PLACE
iowastatedaily.com/sports

Tennis:

Iowa State Daily

Chartier gets
lone win as
Cyclones fall
to Aggies
By Michael Schmitt,
Daily staff writer
The ISU tennis team lost its
fourth consecutive match on
Sunday 6-1 to No. 16 Texas
A&M.
The Aggies (11-1, 2-0 Big 12)
started off the match by sweeping all three doubles matches
to take a 1-0 lead against the
Cyclones (3-12, 0-2).
In No. 1 singles, ISU senior
Maria Fernanda Macedo lost 5-0
after quitting early due to a sore
ankle.
In the No. 2 singles spot, No.
111 Nazari Urbina defeated ISU
freshman Ksenia Pronina 6-1,
6-4.
To round out Texas A&M’s trio
of ranked players, No. 70
Sun Wen defeated ISU sophomore Simona Cacciuttolo 6-4,
6-3.
Iowa State also lost the No. 4
and No. 5 singles spots with
losses by Meghan Cassens and
Jenna Langhorst.
The Cyclones’ lone win of the
day came in the No. 6 singles
spot from senior Marie-Christine
Chartier. She defeated Sheri
Oliver 6-4, 6-7, 1-0 (7) to record
her ninth duals win of the
season.
After losing their first two
conference meets, the Cyclones
will prepare to travel south to
take on Big 12 foes Oklahoma
on Friday and Oklahoma State
on Saturday.

Men’s golf:

File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Freshman guard Brynn Williamson contests a Missouri player during the second half on Feb. 21 at Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones committed 19 turnovers
in the first half against UW-Green Bay in the first round of the NCAA tournament Saturday at Hilton. The Phoenix downed Iowa State 71-57.

Cyclones come up short
Poor shooting,
turnovers doom
Iowa State
By Dean.Berhow-Goll
@iowastatedaily.com
A poor first half was too
much to overcome as Iowa
State’s sixth straight trip to
the NCAA tournament was
cut short by UW-Green Bay
71-57 on Saturday at Hilton
Coliseum.
The Cyclones (18-13,
9-10 Big 12) struggled in the
first half, committing a season-high 19 turnovers. The
Phoenix (31-1, 17-1 Horizon

League)
now
advance
to
play No. 2
Kentucky
in the second round
Fennelly
Monday.
“Green
Bay
was
outstanding
from
start to finish. There
were really
Williamson
no answers
for some of
the things
that we did wrong,” said ISU
coach Bill Fennelly. “You’ve
got to credit them, they’re

a great team that’s wellcoached, they play hard, they
play as a unit.
“I’m very impressed
with their program. [It’s]
certainly a team that’s going to be a tough out in this
tournament.”
Fennelly went on the
compare the Phoenix to a
team similar to VCU in the
2011 NCAA men’s basketball
tournament — which made it
to the Final Four with a No. 11
seed — in this year’s tournament, even with its ranking.
UW-Green Bay senior
Julie Wojta said she didn’t let
her team’s seeding affect how
they played.
“We definitely had a little

chip on our shoulder,” Wojta
said. “We didn’t want to make
it anything more than it was.
Hey, it’s a [No. 7], we’ll take
it, let’s go play. As soon as the
ball goes up, we forget about
the number. “
In the first half, the
Phoenix were not going to be
stopped. In the first 20 minutes, they made 15 shots from
the field while the Cyclones
only took 15 shots from the
field, making six. The Phoenix
also hit nine 3-pointers compared to the Cyclones’ mere
six field goals in the entire half.
“I think we dug ourselves
into such a big hole going into
half time that we couldn’t
get out of it,” said Brynn

Williamson, who had 10
points on the night. “We tried
to come together, but it just
didn’t work in the end for us.”
Green Bay’s suffocating defense is what haltered
Iowa State’s shooting, applying a 2-3 zone that trapped,
something Iowa State hasn’t
dealt with a lot this year.
The trap the Phoenix
applied didn’t allow the
Cyclones to run their usual
offense of catch-and-shoot
behind the arc. Instead, they
were doubled the moment
they caught the ball and were
forced to look elsewhere for
points.
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Men’s basketball

No. 1 Kentucky proves too tough
Wildcats’ skill, size
end Cyclones’ run

Iowa State Daily

Spring Break
ends with
solid finish
in Texas
By Erik Hendricks,
Daily correspondent
With Spring Break as a time for
everyone to relax and get away
from the stress of school, the
ISU men’s golf team placed
fourth at the Border Olympics
in Laredo, Texas, on Friday and
Saturday.
On Saturday, Scott Fernandez
and Nate McCoy led the team to
finish the tournament in fourth
place overall after the team was
in fifth heading into the final
round.
Fernandez tied for fifth place
with a score of 217, while McCoy
finished in 10th shooting 220.
Iowa State will head to the LSU
National Invitational on March 31
in Baton Rouge, La.

Sports Jargon:

Bonus
SPORT:
Basketball
DEFINITION:
Automatic free throws given
following a non-shooting foul
once the opponent commits
a certain number of fouls.
USE:
Royce White went to the
free-throw line when the
opponent committed its 10th
foul of the half.

By Jeremiah.Davis
@iowastatedaily.com
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — For a few
minutes Saturday night, the impossible seemed possible.
Iowa State, a No. 8 seed and a
team hardly anyone across the country picked to win, had tied the nation’s best team — No. 1 overall seed
Kentucky — at 42-42 with 16:28 remaining in the game.
But a 20-2 run in which the
Cyclones (23-11, 10-6 Big 12) failed
to make a field goal ended any hope of
that. Iowa State never recovered and
was eliminated from the 2012 NCAA
tournament with an 87-71 loss to
Kentucky at the KFC Yum! Center in
Louisville, Ky.
“I think it was just a matter of they
hit tough shots,” said ISU coach Fred
Hoiberg. “They hit shots going down
at the end of the shot clock, they did
everything they had to do.
“I didn’t think we panicked, I just
thought it was more about them. They
played so well tonight, and [Kentucky
coach John Calipari] says that’s as
good as they can play,” Hoiberg said.
“And when that team plays as good
as they can play, it’s going to be tough
to beat them.”
Coming into the game, it was a
general consensus that Iowa State
would have to shoot well from 3-point
range to get an upset victory. What
came to fruition was a nightmare
for the Cyclones, as they shot 13.6
percent from beyond the arc for the
game.
In contrast, the Wildcats (34-2,
16-0 SEC) showed why millions of
bracket predictors had this team
winning the national championship.
Kentucky hit 10-of-20 3-pointers, including 6-of-7 in the second half (85.7
percent).
Guard Bubu Palo attributed Iowa

Photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU guard Bubu Palo drives the ball toward the basket in Iowa State’s matchup with No. 1 and overall top-seeded
Kentucky in the third round of the NCAA tournament Saturday in Louisville, Ky., falling 87-71 to the Wildcats. Palo
scored four points and added a rebound off the bench for the Cyclones.

State’s
shooting
woes to Kentucky’s
size — the Wildcats’
shortest
starter
is guard Marquis
Teague at 6 feet 2
inches — and its
Hoiberg
ability to contest
shots.
“They have great
length, so I feel like
that might’ve affected us a little bit,”
Palo said. “A couple
of those shots we
Allen
just rushed because
we were worried
about their length and contesting
those shots. We just needed to calm
down a little bit, get our feet set and

final
No. 8 Iowa State

71

No. 1 Kentucky

87

I think it was just a
matter of they hit
tough shots. They hit
shots going down at
the end of the shot
clock, they did everything they had to do.”
Fred Hoiberg
just shoot that ball with confidence.”
Senior guard Chris Allen, who
ends his collegiate career having

played in 16 NCAA tournament
games, also said he thought the shooters were hurrying the release of their
shots from 3-point range.
Allen, who finished with 16 points,
went 1-of-10 from beyond the arc.
In addition, the enormity of the moment, Allen said, could’ve affected the
Cyclones.
“I felt like a lot of guys, we were
just rushing our shots a little bit,”
Allen said. “Of course, that adrenaline
and that atmosphere, it was a crazy
one. It happens like that sometimes.”
Maybe the most indicative of the
downward spiral for Iowa State during the 20-2 Kentucky run came with
11:35 left in the game.
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Wrestling

Cyclones suffer worst-ever finish at nationals
Sorenson, Gibson
sustain injuries
in tournament
By Jake.Calhoun
@iowastatedaily.com
ST. LOUIS — Andrew
Sorenson was furious.
The redshirt senior, who
had advanced to the quarterfinals of the 165-pound
championship bracket after the first night of the 2012
NCAA Division I Wrestling
Championships in St. Louis,
was not angry about the way
his opponents wrestled in his
two victories, nor was he angry
about any of the calls the referees had made.
Sorenson was angry that
he sustained an ankle injury
— the second majorly inconvenient injury after missing the
2011 NCAA Championships
due to a torn UCL in his elbow just weeks before the
Big 12 Championships — in
his second-round victory
against Cornell’s Marshall
Peppelman.
“After that [match], I tried
to make some game plans
to how I was going to score
points,” Sorenson said. “With
the ankle, it really made my
mobility a lot more limited.”
Sorenson, the No. 3 wrestler at 165 pounds for the tournament, went on to lose in
the quarterfinals to eventual
runner-up Brandon Hatchett
of Lehigh on Friday morning
before he lost to Wisconsin’s
Ben Jordan in the consolation
bracket, one match shy of attaining All-American status
for an early exit.
“I believe Andrew would
have made the finals [had he
not gotten injured],” said ISU
coach Kevin Jackson. “It limited everything. He was unable
to explode, he was unable to
shoot, he was unable to defend
himself, he was unable to get
off the bottom cleanly.
“I just give him all the credit in the world for being able to
go out there and compete. He
still made both matches very
competitive.”
Sorenson’s loss — his sec-

File photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Andrew Sorenson works to keep Cornell’s Marshal Peppelman from escaping Jan. 29. Sorenson injured his ankle in a 4-2 victory
against Peppelman at the NCAA wrestling championships this weekend. Sorenson was one match short of All-American status.

Cyclone Wrestling Results
125 — Ryak Finch, RFr.,
1-2
Lost to Oklahoma State’s
Jon Morrison 4-0 in the third
consolation round.
Pinned Cal State-Bakersfield’s
Tyler Iwamura in 52 seconds
in the second consolation
round.
Concluded his season with a
15-10 record.

141 — Luke Goettl, RFr.,
1-2
Lost to Edinboro’s Mitchell
Port 17-2 in the third consola-

ond to Jordan this season
— in the consolation bracket
marked the first time Iowa
State has not had an AllAmerican since 1962. It also
marked the first time since
2008 that a Cyclone did not
win a national championship
and the first time since 2003
there was not a Cyclone in a
championship match.
“Without a doubt, I know

tion round.
Pinned Northern Illinois’ Kevin
Fanta in 1:40 in the second
consolation round.
Concluded his season with a
12-13 record.

165 — No. 3 Andrew
Sorenson, RSr., 2-2
Lost to Wisconsin’s Ben
Jordan for the second time
this season one match shy
of the consolation quarterfinals, which would have
made him Iowa State’s 144th
All-American.

I’m in the championship
round wrestling [Penn State’s
David] Taylor if I didn’t hurt
my ankle,” Sorenson said. “I
don’t really know how to put it

Injured his ankle in a 4-2 victory against Cornell’s Marshall
Peppelman en route to the
championship quarterfinals.
Concluded his season with a
30-5 record.
Concluded his career with a
95-32 record.

184 — Boaz Beard, RSo.,
0-2
Lost both his matches and
was eliminated after the first
night of the tournament.
Concluded his season with a
10-7 record.

in words.”
Of the eight wrestlers who
became All-Americans at
165 pounds, Sorenson was
3-1 against three of them dur-

Hwt — No. 12 Matt
Gibson, RJr., 2-2
Lost to seventh-place finisher
Jeremy Johnson in the fourth
consolation round as one of
four seeded heavyweights to
lose in the first round of the
championship bracket.
Scored the team’s only points
in session III with his 8-0
major decision victory against
Central Michigan’s Peter
Sturgeon.
Concluded his season with a
26-10 record.

ing the regular season.
Matt Gibson, the Cyclones’
other seeded wrestler at No. 12
at heavyweight, also took an
early exit with injuries.

After losing his first-round
match against Ohio State’s
Peter Capone — one of four
seeded heavyweights to do so
— Gibson outscored his opponents 18-3 in his next two
matches in the consolation
bracket to advance.
However, Gibson said he
pulled his groin in the first
of those wins — a 10-3 victory against Northern Iowa’s
Blayne Beale — making it difficult for him to ride legs and fire
off attacks as a result.
Just two wins shy of attaining All-American status,
Gibson lost to the eventual
seventh-place finisher Jeremy
Johnson of Ohio in an 11-2 major decision to be eliminated
from the tournament.
“I don’t think it was an excuse to lose,” Gibson said of the
injury. “I think I let the injury
get to me more than I should
have. I should have focused
more on wrestling. When I get
caught in certain positions, I’d
focus on [the injury], I’d lose
focus and it just affected how I
performed.”
During his match against
Johnson, Gibson was seen favoring his hip and groin and
was in noticeable pain, soon
requiring two injury timeouts
in the match.
“There was some tightness
in the hip area, but I don’t think
it affected his wrestling, I don’t
think it affected his results at
all,” Jackson said of Gibson’s
injuries. “He had everything
else that any other wrestler
has going through here. They
get knicked up.”
Iowa State concluded its
worst-ever performance at nationals with a 35th-place team
finish as four of its five qualifying wrestlers lost before
session IV, when Sorenson
was eliminated from the
tournament.
“It was a disappointing
tournament,” Jackson said.
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art classes @
3/20
3/20
3/21
3/22
3/24
3/27
3/29
3/31

Intermediate Pottery
Mat Cutting
Embroidery
Portrait Drawing
Modern Patchwork
Image Transfers
with Acrylic Mediums
Glass Beads
Portraits & Lighting
in Photography

For times, prices and class descriptions
visit www.workspace.mu.iastate.edu
Register Today! • 515.294.0970
We accept CyCash!

515.294.4123

www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds

classified@iowastatedaily.com

Business Directory
Therapeutic Massage
Mary Dengler, RMT,
IA Lic # 00477

208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist

Massage Types
Full body or specific area
• Deep tissue
• Swedish massage
• Energy work
• Chronic problems

Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649

• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market

• Windows
• Deep Cleaning

• Rentals
• Sorority &
Fraternity

References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience

SET UP &
Tiptop Lounge
Hiring a bartender
for evening hours.
20-30 Hours per week.

Will train, apply in person
at 201 E. Lincoln Way

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Wedding and party store in
Ames looking for delivery &
set up personnel. Apply in
person at 302 S. 3rd St. or at
partytime@vanwall.com

!Bartending! $250/day
potential. No experience
necessary. Training available.
18+ ok. 1-800-965-6520
ext 161
Summer Agricultural Jobs
Advance Services, Inc. is
seeking candidates for our
summer positions. We have
openings in the areas of
Seed DNA Sampling, Seed
Counting, Corn Pollinating,
Soybean Crossing, and much
more. If interested, please
apply online at www.asinc.net
or stop into our Ames office
at 1606 Golden Aspen, Suite
107 - our office hours are
M-F, 8 am to 5 pm.
Earn $1000-$3200 a
month to drive our brand
new cars with ads. www.
AdCarPay.com

Temporary/summer parttime office assistant at the
Iowa State Daily. 16-20hrs/
week. Data entry and customer service. Must be detail
oriented and reliable. Email
resume to aforbes@iastate.
edu by March 21.

1BR with heat, water, cable
and internet included. Great
central location on Cy-Ride
with covered parking. No
pets. Available May or
August! 232-4765 www.
RentShriver.com

July 31st move-ins! $595$695. 515.292.6642 www.
jlsorenson.com
2BR, 1.5BA Summer Housing Special-Walking distance

West

UNITS GOING FAST

1401 N Dakota
1225,1502 Delaware
4416, 4719 Toronto

Campus
A Great Value! May &
August LARGE 2BR APTS.
Convenient Locations. Free
Cable/Internet. Decks/
Patios. Walk-in closets. DW,
Microwave, Extra Storage.
On Cy-Ride. Pets Accepted.

to campus. Spacious living
room with large bedrooms
& kitchen. Assigned parking. Offering flexible leasing
terms and will rent by the
room. Call 515-292-5020
for special.

CALL NOW FOR
A SHOWING!

Beach View (205 Beach)
Sunset View (210 Gray)
137 Campus, 309-315 S. Franklin

Managing

500+ Units

F P M FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

515.292.5020 | www.fpmofames.com
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Picture Yourself Here...
• ONLY pay electric & water
• Direct TV Choice Package
• High Speed Internet
• Washer & Dryer in Unit
• Garage Parking Available
• LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

205 Beach (B

each View)

CALL NOW
FOR SHOWINGS!

“FEW UNITS REMAINING!”
210 Gray (Sunset Vie

w)

FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
(515) 292-5020 • 258 N. Hyland •
www.fpmofames.com • info@fpmofames.com

1401 N. Dakota

Every
t
want hing you
out w
est!

2BR/2BA $790, 3BR/2BA $905
ALL UTILITIES PAID, you pay electric only!
Free parking, cable & internet

F P M FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
(515) 292-5020 | 258 N Hyland
www.fpmofames.com

info@fpmofames.com

Large Enough to Serve You
Small Enough to Care
• Large 2 BR Apartments
• Ranging from $595 - $695/mo.
• FREE Cable/Internet, Low Utilities
• Patio/Decks

• Walk-in Closets
• Pets Welcome
• Available May
& August

www.jlsorenson.com

HUD
Publisher’s
Notice
All real estate advertising in this
newspaper is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as
amended which makes it illegal to
advertise “any preference,
limitation or discrimination based on
race, color, religion, sex,
handicap, family status or
national origin, or an
intention to make any such
preference, limitation or
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly
accept any advertisement for real
estate which is a violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby informed
that all dwellings
advertised in this newspaper are
available on an equal opportunity
basis. To complain of
discrimination, call HUD toll free at
1-800-424-8590.

Campus 1BR $730

All utilities paid
to Campus
•FREE Cable/HSI
•Garage Available
515-268-5485
•Walk

1 + 2 Bedroom
Going Fast

House
forfor
rent
Great
House
Rent
Available Aug. 1.
3BR/2BA, 2 car garage,
WD&DW. No pets.
$1100/mo

The Oaks

Recommends
ALL ITS READERS

Eff- 1 BDR - 2 BDR
West Ames by red bus stop
Call Sali:515.450.2899

Closely examine any
offer of a
job opportunity or
service that sounds too
good to be true;
chances are it is.

Free Cable/Internet
Free Ames Racq. & Fitness Membership
Awesome 2, 3 & 4 BR, 2 BA Layouts
Great Central Ames Location

Stop in to find out about our
new properties

268.5485 or 290.8462

292-6642

Check us out at:
www.resgi.com
Email: info@resgi.com

Need to pay bills?

or just want some extra spending money?

Check out the Iowa State Daily classifieds for local job openings!

at 515-243-8137

$
$ISU

pending!

students,
faculty
and staff
have a
combined
disposable
income
totaling
over

416 Billy Sunday Road Suite 150

24 Hour Fitness & Tanning
Washer & Dryer in Every Unit
Pet Friendly
Across from Ames Dog Park
Vaulted Ceilings & Hardwood Floors
Sylish Designer Kitchens

$431

J&L Sorenson

Adjacent to Campus
Floor Plans
Free Cable/Internet
Private Fitness
Free Parking
Garages Available

515-292-2766 or 515-290-9999

The

Des Moines Better
Business Bureau

Real Estate Service Group

resgi.com

Available for Fall

Before investing any money,
please contact the

Campustown Living

million.

887.288.5810
www.SouthDuffAtISU.com

Places. People. Love.

Sign NOW for best selection!

Your First Experience

50 Years of Ours

CH ICE
Student

200 in
Up to $1 ey
n
Fun Mo

2011

2012 Best Property Management

•
•
•
•
•

Over 550 units available
1-4 bedroom
Studio
offering
“short stay” leasing
Rent by the room available
Flexible terms

•
•
•
•
•

FREE internet
FREE video
FREE Ames Racquet and
Fitness Center membership
Washer and dryer in each unit
FREE Tanning

• Variety of floor plans

• Free high speed internet, cable and water

• Dedicated to quality

• On- & off-campus rental locations

• 24-hour on call maintenance

515.233.4440 • www.hunziker.com

phone: 232-7575 // hours: Mon-Fri 8:00am-6:00pm //
location: 4720 Mortensen Road, Suite 105
website: www.haverkamp-properties.com

It’s Better
Out West!
Jensen Property
Management

4611 Mortensen Rd #106
233.2752 • www.jensengroup.net

• Unparalleled service & responsiveness

FREE internet, cable,
washer & dryer, and
Ames Racquet and
Fitness Membership!

COLLEGE
Fully Loaded
College Living

• 24-Hour Fitness
• FREE Tanning
• Private Bathrooms
• Coffee Bistro
• Fire Pit & BBQ Grills

515.232.1046
gogrove.com

Where good
neighbors make
great friends.

Monday
Super
Special

14”

Large Classic
One-Topping
Pizza

7

$
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99

FREE City-Wide Delivery. CALL

+ tax

No coupon needed!
Not good with any other offer.

66 Main course
DownDown
1 Mama’s main man
2 Noted rib donor
3 Religious
splinter group
4 “For shame!”
5 Seventh Greek letter
6 Inheritance
7 Pizza slice edges,
geometrically
8 180 degrees
from WSW
9 Becoming tangled,
as a fishing line
10 Rat out
11 Classic role-playing
game, for short
12 Extreme, as pain
13 Barcelona mister
18 Yellowstone grazers
23 Noah’s handiwork
24 On-the-job extra

Seating for 100 @ 207 Welch Ave. Ste. 201
(Clocktower/Campustown)

Word of the Day:
rutilant \ ROOT-l-uhnt \ , adjective;

25 Like villains
26 “Don’t look at me!”
27 Elegant and stylish
28 “Darn!”
30 Yr.-end auditor
31 Hot springs facility
32 Flat-topped
elevation
33 Equestrian’s control
34 “Baby __ You”:
Shirelles hit
36 Trips to
environmentally
protected areas
37 Part of CD
38 iTunes download
39 Destiny
43 Alias, to the LAPD
44 65-Across, e.g.
45 All there,
so to speak
46 “That’s a lie!”
47 Fettuccine topping
48 Prayer starter
49 Slightly above
average grade
50 Backpack toter
53 Petri dish gel
54 Bit of chicanery
55 Sport with swords
58 Nashville-based
awards org.
59 Country stopover
60 Badminton divider

1. Glowing or glittering with ruddy or golden light.

Armadillos breed in July, but get pregnant
in November after delaying implantation.
This allows the young to be born during the
spring when there is an abundance of food
A leech has 32 brains

*not valid with any other offer **applies to reg. price oil change

Pisces:
Today’s Birthday (03/19/12).
Continue paying down debt
this year, until you can
throw a Paid Off Party (if
you’re all paid up, consider
chipping in for someone
else). Career and finances
hold your focus until June,
when thoughts turn to home
and family. Do some creative
writing. Have at least one
adventure. Learn new skills.
To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
-- Today is an 8 -- List your
promises, keep them, and

You’re getting strong.

gather up the riches. A
mid-afternoon nap especially
refreshes. Consider new
opportunities, then go ahead
and apply. Dream big.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
-- Today is an 8 -- The next
two days are great for hanging
with friends. Dream up some
new moneymaking schemes,
and set goals high. Get into
action. You can do it.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
-- Today is an 8 -- Put on
your power suit, and up the
action. Someone’s watching
and measuring. You can do

it! Share your elevator pitch
when given the opportunity.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) -Today is an 8 -- Rules simplify
things: Stick to basics. Expand
to a wider view as you plan
an adventure, but don’t get
distracted from your priorities.
You can find the funds.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today
is an 8 -- If you follow the
directions, you save time (over
making them up as you go),
which is useful, as it’s getting
so busy. Encourage someone
to put their dreams on paper.

W E WA N T
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SOLUTION TO
SATURDAY’S
PUZZLE
Friday’s Solution

3/19/12
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Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

ENJOY...

...a free cup
of Caribou coffee and
relax in our
Northwoods lounge or
stay in your car.

GO...

...in 3 to 5 minutes
your oil is changed
and you’re
“good to GO!

Changing the way your oil gets changed!

Now offering FREE CAR WASH with Oil Change **
DLY-8

The world’s first underground was the
London Underground in1863. It has 275
stations and 253 miles of track.

Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk

...in to Ames’ newest,
quick-lube and
experience
the difference.

with coupon
(reg $26.99)

Niagara Falls actually stopped flowing back in
1848 for about 20 hours because there was
ice that was blocking the Niagara River

Level:

STOP...

*

Example:
He had a round head as bare as a knee, a corpse’s
button nose, and very white, very limp, very
damp hands adorned with rutilant gems.

Random Facts:

Yesterdays Solution

scanner, briefly
35 Soul food
pork snack
40 Comics cry
of disgust
41 Cold War KGB rival
42 Stop in the Sahara
43 Commotions
45 Beachgoer’s
souvenir
47 Coins in one’s pants
51 Texas city on
the Rio Grande
52 NFL drive killer
53 “My lips __ sealed”
56 Note after fa
57 Ready to be kissed
61 Capote’s nickname
62 “It’s her __”:
relationship ultimatum
63 Lack of comfort
64 Has way too
much, briefly
65 Bygone royal
Russian

1 Subdued color
7 Take a breather
11 Marx’s “__ Kapital”
14 Christmas
carol start
15 Green Gables girl
16 All-Star
starting pitcher
17 Airfare-plushotel stay, say
19 Convent dweller
20 Invoice total: Abbr.
21 Thrilla in
Manila fighter
22 “I’d be delighted!”
24 Poultry hierarchy
27 Camaro and
Corvette
29 Sound from a snout
30 Comic actress Oteri
31 RR stop
32 Diagnostic

292-6600

Free Delivery!

Crossword
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Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
-- Today is an 8 -- Learn
from a friend’s mistake.
Partnership is key for the
next few days. Unleash your
imagination together, and
cut through the gray fog
to create in Technicolor.

Today is an 8 -- Your creativity
is enhanced for the next two
days. Your inner child would
like to come out and play.
It’s getting really romantic;
give in to the moment.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) -Today is a 7 -- The right side
of the brain keeps you, and
others, entertained. Listen to
its crazy ideas, and consider
putting them into action.
Now’s good for making money.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) --

YO U R

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
-- Today is an 8 -- Work from
home over the next two days, if
you can. Clear your space and
clear your mind. Imagine the
people you love being happy.
Imagine yourself happy, too.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
-- Today is an 8 -- Hunt and
gather for knowledge to
solve a great mystery. Things

are falling into place. Plant
a tree that will give shade
to your grandchildren.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -Today is a 9 -- Let go of things
that you don’t need, and make
room for pleasant surprises.
Stick to your budget. Don’t
spend what you don’t have. It’s
simple (but not always easy).
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) -Today is a 7 -- Hang in there a
little bit longer. You’re actually
doing better than you give
yourself credit for. Rewards
come to those who persist.
You’re getting stronger.

OPINION!

Survey coming

Wednesday, March 21st.
Print and online

we.want.your.opinion
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Photo: Jake Lovett/Iowa State Daily
ISU guard Scott Christopherson drives around the Kentucky defense in Iowa State’s
matchup with No. 1 Kentucky on Saturday. The Cyclones trailed for all but the game’s
opening 21 seconds and tied the game only once, at 42 all midway through the second half,
in falling 87-71 to the Wildcats. Christopherson ended his collegiate career as Iowa State’s
all-time leader in 3-point shooting percentage.

>>ALLEN.p8
Hoiberg, who is wellknown for being relatively
calm and collected on the
sidelines, let loose on official
Sean Corbin after forward
Royce White committed a
turnover, and it wasn’t called
as a foul on the Wildcats.
The second-year coach
was whistled for his first-ever
technical foul — as a coach or
player at Iowa State — for arguing the call.
“I was just upset with
the play,” Hoiberg said when
asked if the technical was a
tactical move to spark an ISU
run.
“I probably deserved a
few more [before tonight],
it just happened to come tonight. It’s part of the game.
It was just a matter of time,”
Hoiberg said.

White all
but blamed
himself
for
the
technical.
The forward said
White
his
style
of play has
led to some
calls
his
coach hasn’t
agreed with
throughout
the season,
and is bound
Palo
to lead to
arguments
with officials over the correct
call.
“He’s kept his cool all year;
it’s tough to officiate the way
I play, especially since I play
kind of unorthodox,” White
said. “He’s held in a lot this
year in that way. Eventually

>>WHITE.p1
better. But, I mean, if he feels like he needs to
take his game to the NBA, next level, then I’m
with him with that too.”
Teammate Bubu Palo also sang his praises
of White after the Cyclones were eliminated
from the NCAA tournament at the hands of
Kentucky.
Palo, who will be a redshirt junior next

he was going to get one.”
After all the made 3-pointers and argued calls, one
thing was unanimous from
ISU players and their coach:
Kentucky was the better team
on the night.
Guard
Scott
Christopherson, who ended his collegiate career as
Iowa State’s all-time leader in 3-point percentage
(44.3 percent), too pointed
to the Wildcats’ size and defensive prowess as the reason they won and could keep
winning.
“They’re so long and athletic,” Christopherson said.
“They played an outstanding
game. They’re one of the best
defensive, if not the best defensive team in the country
with their length and athleticism. You’ve got to give them
credit.”

season, said White was “fantastic” against
Kentucky.
He hopes the Minneapolis native doesn’t
leave for the NBA so the Cyclones can build on
what they’ve accomplished this season.
“From start to finish, he played his heart out
[against Kentucky]. He gave it his all ... and it
obviously gave him a lot of attention,” Palo said.
“I’m proud of the way he played. Hopefully he
comes back next year so we can keep it going.”

“Obviously, what you see is
what you get as far as our results are concerned, so we’re
definitely disappointed.”
The Cyclones failed to
score any points in the final
three sessions of the tournament, dropping from 31st to
35th place.
Session II, which was
held Thursday night, was
the most successful for the
Cyclones; they scored eight
points from pins posted by
both Ryak Finch (125) and
Luke Goettl (141) in the second consolation round along
with victories from Gibson
and Sorenson.
Injuries were a key contributor to the Cyclones’
woes this season, namely
keeping redshirt junior
Chris Spangler out of the national tournament — where
he would have received a
No. 8 seed at 174 pounds —
due to precautions related
to his past history of concussions, among others.
“[Injuries played] a huge
impact,” Sorenson said. “If
you look at the beginning
of the year and you saw the

>>TURNOVERS.p10

guys that were on the roster
and you had your 10 starters picked, by the end of the
year there was probably four
of them that you picked [still
competing]. We had that
many guys get injured.”
Gibson said while injuries are a part of wrestling,
some injuries are worse than
others.
“Sorenson’s injury was
pretty serious and he physically just couldn’t perform,”
Gibson said. “He was mentally there, his body just
wouldn’t allow him to do it.”
Even though this season’s conclusion did not
leave much to look forward
to for next season, Jackson
remained optimistic regardless of the circumstances
that plagued his team.
“I live by faith and not by
sight, so I know what we have
as far as what we’re building,” Jackson said.
“And I know what we
have coming into the program and I know what’s going on, so all we can do is
keep pushing forward and
keep building and keep putting guys in our program that
can help us.”

“We’ve played a lot of good
teams this season, but they’re
up there. Their defense is
one of the best I’ve seen,”
Williamson said. “The fact
[is] that every player hustles.
It’s not the fact that they made
us turn the ball over, but they
were converting off of our
turnovers as well.”
The Phoenix also forced a
season-high 19 turnovers with
12 in the first half. Iowa State
had 30 turnovers throughout
the entire game, which Green
Bay converted into 28 points.
Green Bay slowed down
in the second half offensively,
only making one 3-pointer
on 10 attempts. The Cyclones
even cut the deficit to 10 points
with three minutes remaining,
but they couldn’t get any closer
for the rest of the game.
“We defended better in the
second half and for the most
part took care of the ball a bit
better,” Fennelly said. “But
when you turn the ball over
that many times, it’s borderline impossible to win unless
you do a lot of other things
perfect and we didn’t do that
tonight.”
For Iowa State to have a
year like this after a January
that left the Cyclones 0-5 in
Big 12 play and to have climbed
out of that hole to get into the
NCAA tournament, Fennelly
said it was not only the hardest
year he’s ever had.
Fennelly also said it’s never
too early to start working and
re-evaluating for next year,
starting from the top.
“Everything. How do we
do things. How do we practice.
How do we run our staff. How
do we do a lot of things, who
do we recruit. Everything,”
Fennelly said. “That’s a process that’s hard to do, but
you’ve got to do it.”

Sanderson wins 2nd title
Three years removed from his
post as the coach of ISU wrestling, Cael Sanderson wrapped
up his second straight national
title as coach of Penn State.
The Nittany Lions secured the
team title heading into the 10
championship bouts — with
five wrestlers in those bouts
— that took place Saturday
night. Of those five wrestlers
in the title matches, three of
them — Frank Molinaro (149),
David Taylor (165) and Ed Ruth
(174) — took home national
titles.

“I’m real happy for the guys,”
Sanderson said after the meet
concluded Saturday evening.
“I think they wrestled great.
They went out and did what
they needed to do.”
Taylor, a former ISU recruit,
was named the Dan Hodge
Trophy winner, which is
awarded to the tournament’s
Outstanding Wrestler. The
redshirt sophomore notched
four pins en route to the championship match, where he
recorded a 23-8 technical fall
of Lehigh’s Brandon Hatchett
to win the 165-pound title.

For now, though, teammates, coaches and
fans will have to play that waiting game.
The public has learned a lot about what
makes White tick — most notably his anxiety
disorder — and have come to know a unique
individual.
White, though, nearly came to tears when
addressing media outside Iowa State’s locker
room when pondering his future. Though he
knew he’d be asked about it, White said all that

was on his mind in that moment was what Ames
and Iowa State have meant to him in the past
two years.
“I’m not even thinking about [the NBA] yet,
to be honest,” White said. “All my head’s filled
with right now is disappointment for the community of Ames.
“Ames gave me my life back, to be quite honest. It just really hurts that I couldn’t take it
further.”

Nightlife Magazine
Launch & Fashion Show
Friday, March 23rd, 7:30pm at Ayden Lee
(by Fuji & Old Chicago)

Come out to celebrate:
• Launch of the Nightlife magazine
• See spring trends walk down the runway
• The reveal of the Iowa State Daily’s
Shred, Tear & Wear contest winners

FREE event. Open to all ages.
Sponsored by:

• Party Time Rental
• Fuji
• Tricked out treats
• Black Market Pizza
• Coe’s
• Olde Main
•Prairie Moon Winery

2012

Reiman
Entrepreneur

Week 8

Speaker Series

Pedometer Challenge Winner is

IF NOT NOW, WHEN?

Moroni Torres

Changing technology, changing learning,
changing lives, changing the world.
Adrian Sannier
Vice President of Product, Pearson
Former Vice President and General
Manager, Engineering Animation, Inc.
Faculty Professional
Development Roundtable

Public Luncheon & Lecture
For Faculty/Staff & Graduate Students
Tuesday, March 20, 2012
Lunch 11:30am • Talk 12:00pm Tuesday, March 20, 2012
1:30 - 4:00pm
Sun Room, Memorial Union
Memorial Union Room 3512
Luncheon open to Students,
Faculty/Staff and the Community.
The luncheon is complimentary,
but registration is required, and
SPACE IS LIMITED.

Teaching and Practicing
Entrepreneurship: How
Do We Meet the Opportunities
and Challenges of
Entrepreneurship Today?

Registration Required: www.isupjcenter.org/programs/reimanspeaker

Moroni is the winner of a
$15 gift card to HyVee!

CONGRATULATIONS!
Thanks for participating in the
Go State Challenge. Keep setting
new goals and keep walking!
Sponsored by:

&

